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Debit Payment Network Card-Linked Services Functional
Requirement Version 1.0
Problem Definition and Background
Problem Definition
Card-linked offers (CLOs) are generally defined as cash back discounts, offers or loyalty point offers provided
by merchants and tied to the use of a specific, general-purpose payment card. The registered general-purpose
payment card is used for a purchase at a participating merchant and as a result the cardholder receives an
automatic discount or loyalty benefit for the transaction. Due to their significant consumer and merchant
advantages, CLO programs have been proven to increase card usage and merchant sales significantly. However,
as a general statement, almost all CLO transactions occur on credit cards or signature-based debit cards. Credit
and signature debit cards are used for CLOs because the credit networks have deployed sophisticated cardlinked services through APIs that support the operations of these programs. Card-linked support services have
not been deployed by the leading US debit payment networks. This leads to the heavy promotion of using credit
and/or signature debit for CLO. However, there is significant market demand by many merchants for CLO support
for any transaction routed through a debit payment network.
There is no infrastructure in place at the debit payment networks or elsewhere to provide the same registration
and matching facilities provided by the leading credit networks. Thus many of the larger programs using CLO,
such as Ebates, Groupon, Yelp, Shop Your Way, and a growing number of others cannot support debit payment
network transactions.

Background
CLOs have been around in various forms for a number of years. Beginning with programs like IDine and UPromise
in the 1980s to more recent programs launched in the last several years launched by card issuers and digital
publishers as varied as Bank of America and American Express to Uber, Yelp and Groupon, card-linked programs
are in wide use and their appeal is increasing among both consumers and merchants.
The number and type of card-linked offer programs have very recently begun to grow in scope and reach. Online
“malls” through Cartera and Rakuten, are examples of “click thru” card-linked offer programs. While online malls are
growing in usage to significant numbers, even higher growth is occurring in the area of in-store offers. Programs
like edo/Augeo, Cardlytics, and Affinity Solutions have seen large investments in infrastructure.
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Problem Definition and Background
Background (cont.)
According to The CardLinx Association, the leading trade association for card-linking, in 2017 there were over
210 million cards participating in card-linked programs in the United States with an annual growth rate of over
50%. Both large national and local merchants participate in these programs. Well-known brand names using
card-linked offers include Lowes, Whole Foods, CVS, Gap, Banana Republic Old Navy, Olive Garden, Sam’s Club,
Denny’s, Chevron, Staples, Hallmark, Macaroni Grill, IHOP/Applebee’s, Chipotle, Firehouse Subs, to name only a
few.
Mastercard, Visa and American Express (and soon to be Discover) have all made available the ability to register
cards and merchants through their hosted services where any qualifying transaction can be captured, scored
and a rebate sent back to the card. Essentially almost any card in someone’s wallet can participate.
Additionally, a number of other services/products beyond card-linked offers are currently rolling out and being
tested that utilize the same card-linking infrastructure. Some examples include:
•

Pay with Points – The ability for cardholders to use their loyalty program currency to offset a purchase
in whole or in part. This is a growing capability among the loyalty program providers and works off the
same process of recognizing a participating card at a particular merchant and using that to prompt the
cardholder to use their “points.”

•

Multi-Purse Cards – The linking of the equivalent of a gift card to the payment card and automatically
applying the gift balance to a purchase. Again, the platform recognizes that a registered payment card is
at a particular merchant and accesses a stored database that has linked a gift balance in the name of that
merchant to be applied to the next purchase transaction by that cardholder at that merchant.

•

Item Level Offers – The provision of rebates on particular manufactured items, or “SKU” level rebates,
where the rebates for a particular product(s) are tied to the payment card and automatically applied
when a card transaction is detected. This will require additional infrastructure components to add
passage of item level data, but still uses the basic card-linked infrastructure as a base component.

Thus, the number and type of card-linked transactions is forecast to continue to grow significantly.
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Requirement Solution Summary
The purpose of this document is to provide a business level requirements outline for debit payment
networks considering support of card-linked offer functionality. Known technical/operational considerations
and options are provided for some facets of the service. It is meant as a guide/reference for debit payment
networks as they develop their own program specific specifications.
The document also seeks to identify aspects of the service for potential standardization among the industry
participants. For instance, participating cardholder and merchant terms and conditions, API and data file
sharing specifications, etc. if standardized, would greatly facilitate the proliferation of the infrastructure to
support debit transactions for CLOs in the US. Many of these aspects have already been standardized by The
CardLinx Association and have been included as reference. For example:
a. A standard consumer consent is in use throughout much of the card-linking industry. This standard
is the CardLinx HoneyBee Standard 1.0 and can be found at http://www.cardlinx.org/wp-content/
uploads/2017/04/honey-bee-standard-1.0_final.pdf .
b. A standard merchant consent is in use throughout much of the industry. This standard is the CardLinx
Boar Standard 1.0 and can be found at http://www.cardlinx.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/BoarStandard-2-9-2015.pdf.
Accompanying the summary requirements are a number of attachments including a high level functional
flow diagram (Appendix A), examples of various component pieces as they exist today in the market, like
merchant ID standards, etc.

Legal Disclaimer
It is the policy of The CardLinx Association and its members to promote and foster competition. Therefore, in
carrying out its activities, it is the policy of CardLinx and its members to act at all times in accordance with,
and strictly adhere to, the letter and spirt of all applicable national and international antitrust, competition
laws and regulations. Nothing within this document shall be interpreted or implemented in such a way as
to contravene such laws and regulations or to restrict parties from negotiating competitive market terms for
goods and services or restricting competition in any way.
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Functional Requirements
Card Enrollment/Registration
In order to monitor for participating cardholders performing transactions at participating merchants the
debit payment network must be able to track registered/enrolled cardholders into its CLO matching engine.
Key considerations include:
Secure Card Entry: Debit payment networks should establish and require use of a secure methodology for the
cardholder’s entry of a card to be registered, in keeping with PCI and other applicable requirements. This can
be strictly via defined standards or the debit payment network can supply a secure cardholder card registration
API that can be integrated/used by programs seeking to register cards. This integrated approach allows for the
card to be registered directly into the network(s) without having to be recorded within the program provider
itself. There may be cases where bulk registration of cards is warranted (ie., existing program) and should be
planned for by the network.
Some examples of card number registration screens can be found in the appendices. While generally
expiration date and zip code are not required for the CLO function, publishers and networks may find value in
requesting such to foster card file maintenance and for cardholder offer targeting, respectively.
Card Token: The debit payment network will need to establish a methodology for creating a unique card
“token” or “ID” (“UCID”) that is returned to the program registering the card allowing for the ability to tie the
cardholder to qualifying transactions without the passing of the actual card number between the network and
the program provider on an ongoing basis. Where the card is participating in multiple debit payment networks
the card will need to be registered in all participating debit payment networks as a qualifying transaction
might be routed through any one of them. The token is unique between the program and the debit payment
network. Thus, if a card is registered with two networks it would have two unique IDs relevant only to
transactions corresponding to each particular network.
Routing Tables: Given that a debit card is more than likely enrolled in multiple debit payment networks, the
debit payment networks will need to provide “BIN” routing tables of debit card issuing institutions participating
in its network. These should mirror the routing tables used today facilitating ATM and debit PIN (and some
PINless—rules vary by debit payment network) transaction routing. Practically a CLO program manager will
need to maintain the BIN tables from each participating debit payment network and at the time a card is
being registered make a call to each network for which the BIN is a member, and then store and manage the
returned UCIDs.
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Functional Requirements
Card Enrollment/Registration (cont’d)
Terms and Conditions: Each debit payment network should determine the terms and conditions that it wants
included as part of a CLO programs card registration process, which would include permissions from the
cardholder to allow the debit payment network to share their qualifying transaction data with the program.
Card Removal: Each debit payment network should require that the CLO program provides for the ability to
remove a card from participation in the program and the subsequent removal of that card from each network
it has been enrolled in. The debit payment networks’ interface with the programs will need to support this
“delete enrolled card” function. Networks and publishers should also consider how to ensure the registered
cards enrolled are purged on an ongoing basis based on card expiration, inactivity, etc. Suggestions include
cards inactive for an extended period, periodic outreach to cardholders, etc.

Merchant Enrollment
Since the basic function of the network platform for CLO will be to monitor for purchase transactions where
a registered card is purchasing at a participating merchant the network must maintain a list of participating
merchants for each program.
Merchant Boarding: Participating merchant individual location information will need to be maintained at each
network performing the matching function for the CLO programs. As a general rule, this is the function of the
UMID discussed above and in Appendix B—to uniquely identify the merchant location where the transaction
is being performed.
Merchant Data Requirements: Merchants participating in CLO programs, along with their merchant processors,
will have the responsibility to populate the designated ISO fields with the unique identifying data. This has
been a challenge historically without published requirements, so some period of transition is likely.
In addition to providing the UMID when onboarding a merchant into the network, typically the boarding
process also passes to the network the merchant name, address, ZIP code, online/in-store indicators, etc (see
Appendix B for an example).
Capturing of the UMID is essential and not always easy. Many merchants may not know their merchant
acquirer/processor assigned UMIDs or may recently have changed acquirer processors which would change
the UMID, etc. The CLO program is responsible for providing the proper UMID for a boarded merchant.
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Functional Requirements
Merchant Enrollment
Merchant Data Requirements (cont’d): In order to facilitate this function, the debit payment networks are
encouraged to provide test cards, test card numbers, and/or a facility for CLO programs to register test cards
with their network. (Note: in some cases test cards are actual live FI-issued cards) These test cards/numbers
can then be used by the entity signing up the merchant to perform test transactions on new or changed
merchants. The debit payment network would recognize that any transaction performed by such test card
should be forwarded to the CLO program. In this way, the CLO programs can validate the UMID being used by
a particular merchant and board it accordingly.
One point to note is that merchants participating with their online stores generally have one UMID to identify
that store, while UMIDs for in-store transactions are generally unique to each physical location.
Notes on UMIDs and Matching: Due to the challenges of enforcing standardization of UMIDs, some matching
facilities, both networks and program providers, have enhanced their matching capabilities to look beyond
the UMID to merchant name and ZIP code, for instance as a secondary match. Methods for enhancing the
matching hit rate are evolving and each network can determine how much effort to place in this area. Over
time the industry will clean up the UMIDs, but some anomalies can be expected in the short term.
Another common problem today is with multi-merchant aggregated payment processor programs, such
as Square, where the aggregators use shared or group MIDs. Multiple merchants processed by Square share
the same network MID. As a general rule, these merchants have been excluded from participation in CLO
programs as a result.
Card/Merchant Linkage: As the network “boards” the merchant UMID for a particular program it will need
to keep track of what UMIDs belong with each CLO program’s registered cards. Merchants may or may not
participate in multiple CLO programs so the network must be able to know what cards are associated with
which merchant and publisher.
At a minimum, the network will need to track all cards registered through a particular CLO program/publisher
as they conduct transactions at any merchant boarded by that same CLO program. If all corresponding
transactions for Program 1 cards at Program 1 merchants are sent to Program 1, Program 1 will be responsible
for ensuring that only the correct transactions are scored for the application of a rebate.
Some networks may elect to provide an additional layer in their interface for boarding cards and merchants
that allow the designation of cards and merchants to be associated more directly, but it should not be
required.
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Functional Requirements
Merchant/Scoring of Transactions
A debit network’s minimum requirements in this process will be to monitor all activity passing through their
transaction processing platforms and identify matches between the enrolled card and enrolled merchant for
a particular publisher. Once the transaction is identified, the transaction should be forwarded on to the CLO
program manager or publisher. Real time feeds, or near real time are preferred, and offered by M/V/D/A, but at
a minimum a regular timely feed of matched transactions must be made available.
Optional: While the minimum requirement would be to monitor for any transaction performed by a registered
card at a registered merchant for a particular publisher, debit payment networks may choose to further
support the publishers by:
1) A debit payment network may offer the ability to allow for a particular card at a particular merchant to be
activated. This works in conjunction with publisher programs that require a cardholder to “click to activate” a
specific offer, rather than all registered offers being available to all registered cardholders automatically. While
tracking which offers are active is generally the responsibility of a publisher, as the services scale only sharing
“active” offers will drive efficiencies.
2) A debit payment network may choose to actually board the offer parameters (i.e, 10% off ) and perform the
scoring functions on behalf of a publisher as a value added service.
Transaction Types: The CLO programs need to have sent to them transactions for which money will be settled.
For example, purchases and returns that are authorized and will result in the movement of funds should be
tracked, while pre-authorizations, holds, etc. would not be tracked.
Offer Types: The types of offers within CLO programs can vary widely from a percentage rebate for every
purchase, to a “dollars-off” if a certain minimum purchase is made, to a rebate that only is earned if the
transaction occurs on certain days of the week or a number of times in a given month, etc. There are many
variations which is typically the purview of the program manager to score, while the debit payment network
can simply forward all potentially qualifying transactions and let the program managers sort out the rest.
Credit Processing: CLO programs may apply earned rebate value to cardholders in different forms. For example,
it may be in the form of loyalty points, air miles or some other loyalty currency. It may be applied directly to a
charity of the cardholder’s choice or a college savings fund, as examples.
In those cases, the moneys earned by the cardholder are not returned to the cardholder’s card/account.
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Functional Requirements
Merchant/Scoring of Transactions
Credit Processing (cont’d):
A large portion of the CLO programs today though are geared towards cash back rewards, in whole or in part,
of the cardholder rebate portion. M/V/D/A today offer the facilities to the CLO publishers to use their networks
for posting credit transactions back to the registered cards. Debit payment networks should look to provide
the same functionality, with the best case to provide the option of processing such credits in real time or in
batch.
Althrough debit payment networks may each have their own format for submitting credits to be posted to an
account associated with a registered card, given that some CLO programs will not have retained the full card
number, accommodation should be made to allow CLO programs to submit credits using the UCID, which the
debit payment network will then replace with the actual card number for processing the credit.
Settlement: For the typical matching and supplying of transactions, the debit payment networks will not be in
the middle of the movement of funds between the merchant and the program manager. They will obviously
be part of the settlement function for credits to the cardholder account processed through their platforms.
Other invoicing and funds settlement processes for fees that might be charged by the debit payment network
will be the responsibility of that network.
Cardholder Communications Support: Another key component to successful CLO programs is the various
communication channels utilized to inform cardholders of available offers, promotions they may be eligible
for, actual rebates they have earned, access to statements, etc. Though generally provided by the program
managers this may be an area debit payment networks might consider supporting as a paid service.

Contract Considerations
•

Cardholder – As mentioned above, debit payment networks should look to ensure cardholder terms and
conditions within the card registration and program participation requirements provide for any necessary
accommodations for their network. It is highly recommended that the debit payment network become
familiar with the wording being used today with the M/V/D/A CLO implementations and incorporate
common industry wording. This will ensure it is not necessary for programs to have excessive terms trying
to cover every networks nuance.

•

Merchant – The same approach should apply to any requirements of a debit payment network as relates to
the merchant agreements. There is fairly standard wording being used today that can be adapted to cover
any debit payment network needs. The concept of a standardized insertion order “IO” has been published
by the Cardlinx Association, for example (see Appendix C).
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Functional Requirements
Debit Payment Network Value Proposition
•

Ensure debit cards are not disadvantaged and their use discouraged for these growing number of
programs.

•

Attract transaction volume from merchants participating in CLO programs.

•

Develop partnerships with publishers and program managers to share transaction data and generate
revenue for the service.

Defined Terms
Given the service components and “players” in the CLO-arena are new to many, some definitions of terms as
they are used in this document include:
•

Card-Linked Offers – or CLOs—refer to the discounts/rebates paid by merchants to participating
cardholders via a CLO program operated by a CLO publisher/CLO program manager when the cardholder
makes a purchase with a registered payment card at the participating merchant and meets the terms of
the offer.

•

Merchant – Refers to merchants who have agreed to provide CLOs to participating cards within a program.

•

Merchant Acquirer-Processor – The processing platform providing payment authorization services to a
merchant and is generally responsible for ensuring the assignment of unique merchant IDs (UMID) to
merchant locations. UMIDs should be assigned in compliance with debit payment network guidelines—
see Appendix B.

•

M/V/D/A – Shorthand for Mastercard/Visa/Discover/American Express and generally refers to the CLO
services/platforms/processes/requirements provided by those payment networks.

•

Debit Payment Network – Refers to the debit payment networks outside of M/V/D/A.

•

Issuer/Issuer Processor – The processing platform providing card management and authorization services
to card issuers such as banks and credit unions.

•

Registered Cardholder – A holder of a debit/prepaid card who has registered that card with a program/
publisher in order to receive CLOs from merchants.

•

Publisher or Program Manager or Program – Entities operating CLO programs on behalf of cardholders and
merchants. Typically, they provide some or most of the following functions in card registration: merchant
offer acquisition and boarding, CLO display to cardholders, transaction matching and scoring, billing,
settlement, cardholder communications, etc.
11
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Appendix A—CLO Flow Diagram
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Appendix A—CLO Flow Diagram
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Appendix A—CLO Flow Diagram
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Appendix A—CLO Flow Diagram
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Appendix B—Debit PIN MID Requirements
Statement:
The Debit Network Alliance (DNA) is working with card-linked offer organizations who would like DNA
members to standardize certain data being passed from the merchant location all the way through to the
issuers. This will be a requirement for any merchant participating in any type of card-linked offer program.
Acquiring processors/merchants and the networks will provide a unique identification for each merchant
using the combination of the following data elements from the ISO 8583 standard.
Acquiring Institution Identification Code (DE 032)
•

Numeric Packed up to 11 positions. Left justified zero filled.

•

Routing and Transit Number (FRDBA) or Pseudo Routing and Transit number as assigned by your network.

•

A code identifying the acquiring institution (merchant bank) or 3rd party processor.

•

Issuers/account processors must be prepared to accept any numeric value in this data element.

•

Data element will not be changed for purposes of using for card-linked offers without working with the
network.

Card Acceptor Identification Code (DE 042)
•

Alpha Numeric Signed, 15 positions.

•

A code identifying the acquirer/terminal processor that defines the point of origin to both local and
interchange environments.

•

Must be unique by merchant within an acquirer processor.

•

Issuers/account processors must be prepared to accept any numeric value in this data element.
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Appendix C—Merchant I/O Example
A standard merchant consent is in use by many throughout the industry. This standard is the CardLinx
Boar Standard 1.0 and can be found at http://www.cardlinx.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/Boar-Standard-2-9-2015.pdf.
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Appendix D—Cardholder Enrollment Interface Example

Payment Network

Card-Linked Technology Provider
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Appendix D—Cardholder Enrollment Interface Example

Payment Network

Payment Network
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Appendix E—Sample Cardholder Terms and Conditions
A standard consumer consent is in use by many throughout the card-linking industry. This standard is the
CardLinx HoneyBee Standard 1.0 and can be found at http://www.cardlinx.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/
honey-bee-standard-1.0_final.pdf.
Applied sample below:
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